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Coaching Employees to Better Performance
Lisa Bergersen, Principal Attorney at EngageHR Law, Former HR Director, City of Pewaukee

Many studies show that the employeemanager relationship is important to
employee satisfaction and retention. In
one study, 93% of employees stated that
trust with their manager is essential to
their satisfaction at work.1

also schedule regular time with their
staff members. Weekly check-ins are
ideal, but if that is not possible, then
at least monthly. These meetings serve
as regular checkpoints on projects,
training, needed improvements, and
employee development.

A key to developing trust with
2. S
 uccessful coaching is honest and
employees is managing their
specific. Many managers find it
performance well. It is one of the most
easier to praise and compliment
difficult responsibilities that supervisors
staff than to provide an honest and
have, yet when done correctly,
accurate assessment of performance.
performance management is a significant
But it often frustrates these same
factor in development of a positive
managers when negative performance
work environment, increased employee
or behaviors do not change. Giving
engagement, and improved performance
honest feedback, even when it points
and service. This article explores five best
to needed improvement, is actually
practices for coaching staff.
beneficial for employees, and when
1. F
 eedback should be ongoing and
delivered appropriately, employees are
timely. Annual performance appraisals
often grateful for it. Honest feedback
are becoming obsolete as more research
clarifies the specific behavior managers
and studies confirm that once-a-year
want more of and behaviors that need
assessments are not effective, while
to be eliminated or improved.
regular feedback throughout the year
3. D
 elivery should be kind and
is.2 One reason annual reviews are
respectful. Even the most difficult
not helpful is that many managers
feedback can be delivered and received
wait until then to provide feedback,
well if managers have a sincere desire
and sometimes that feedback pertains
to see staff succeed. When managers’
to an incident, event, or project that
hearts are in the right place, they
occurred almost a year prior. It is very
convey feedback in a tone that makes
difficult for employees to relate to
that clear, allowing a productive
performance that occurred so long ago.
conversation around improved
Good managers give effective feedback
performance. Constructive feedback
as close to the event as possible. They
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should not sound critical, but should
be genuinely helpful, directed at the
employee’s actions and not at the
employee personally.
Asking the employee for permission to
give feedback sets a helpful tone, using
phrases like, “I’d like to give you some
feedback on the project you completed
for me yesterday, is that OK with you?”
If the employee says no, ask when you
can schedule time to discuss it. This is
another way managers can convey that
they care and value staff.
4. M
 anagers must listen. A great tool to
increase the effectiveness of feedback
is to actually listen to employees
during the conversation. That means
listening intently to understand what
they are saying in response to the
feedback and showing interest in their
perspectives and ideas through silence
and body language. Listening evokes
many positives, including employees
who feel heard, and managers who
learn something new. Employees will
disengage from the conversation when
they detect that their manager is not
listening.
5. M
 ake the feedback productive. Great
coaches ask questions, encourage
collaboration, seek employee opinions
and ideas, and foster a solutions-based
approach to problems and issues.
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Good managers ask employees what
they will do differently when mistakes
are made or things go wrong. Rather
than criticize and belittle, they help
employees identify what went wrong,
and brainstorm how to prevent
a reoccurrence. They ensure that
employees establish goals, measures,
and deadlines. And finally, they
properly equip staff, making certain
employees have the tools, equipment,
training, time, and support they
need. This all requires managers to
be intentional about coaching and to
establish a plan for each staff member.

Conclusion
Great coaching increases positive
behavior, and improves the work
environment, engagement, satisfaction,
and performance. It serves as a win/win as
the organization provides better service to
constituents and employees become better
versions of their “work self.”

is effective and accomplishes what it is
supposed to achieve.
Employees 368

Many managers lack the ability to coach
effectively. Training them to do it the
right way may require a significant
shift in the organization’s priorities,
but it is worth the time and expense to
ensure that performance management
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Did you know? The published Legal FAQs are taken directly from the extensive library of resources on the League’s
website. Have a question? Try the search function on the website and get an answer. http://www.lwm-info.org

television, parking on streets is prohibited or limited in all or
designated areas.

Streets & Alleys FAQ 7
What is a snow emergency ordinance and how does
it work?

Many Wisconsin cities and villages have adopted snow
emergency ordinances pursuant to the specific authority
granted to them for snow emergency parking regulation
in Wisconsin Stat. § 349.13(1e)(c)2. These ordinances
typically authorize the police chief or public works director
to determine when there is a snow emergency and to contact
the media. Upon declaration of a snow emergency on radio or

Although parking restrictions must generally be posted on the
street where effective, there are statutory exceptions. Section
349.13(1e)(c)2 provides that signs informing motorists that
24-hour parking limitations, night parking regulations (e.g.,
between midnight and 7 a.m.), or snow emergency regulations
are in effect may be posted at the corporate limits. This
authority is also broad enough to cover signing of calendar or
alternate-side parking during winter. (rev. 11/20)
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